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Chevrolet is known for producing popular, affordable cars. Chevrolet produces the Corvette ,
one of the most famous sports cars in the world. Chevrolet was created in by Louis Chevrolet.
Louis was a racing car driver. Chevrolet started using its "bow-tie" logo in It could have come
from a wallpaper Chevrolet saw in a hotel. It could also be a version of the cross on the Swiss
flag, due to Chevrolet having been born in Switzerland. In , Chevrolet combined with General
Motors. In , GM acquired the recently bankrupt Daewoo Motors company of South Korea, and in
, the brand was folded into Chevrolet making the marque global except for Australasia. Some of
these vehicles also come, or used to come in, hybrid-electric versions. From Simple English
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Chevrolet Motor Division Website This short article about
transport can be made longer. You can help Wikipedia by adding to it. Category : General
Motors. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Transport stubs. Namespaces
Page Talk. Views Read Change Change source View history. Wikimedia Commons. The model
line was sold in passenger van and cargo van configurations as well as a cutaway van chassis
that served as the basis for a variety of custom applications. Produced across three
generations, the model line was sold under a wide variety of model names under both the
Chevrolet and GMC brands. The first General Motors van was the Chevrolet Corvair -based
Chevrolet Greenbrier van, or Corvan introduced for , which used a flat-6 opposed rear engine
with air cooling , inspired by the Volkswagen bus. Production of the Chevrolet Greenbrier ended
during the model year. First-generation Chevrolet van refers to the first G half-ton production
years through General Motors saw a market for a compact van based on a modified passenger
car platform to compete with the already successful Ford Econoline and Dodge A The Chevrolet
van had a cab-forward design with the engine placed in a "doghouse" between and behind the
front seats. The implementation of situating the driver on top of the front axle with the engine
near the front wheels is called internationally a " cab over " vehicle. Engines and brakes were
sourced from the Chevy II , a more conventional compact car than Chevrolet Corvair. A
first-generation is identified by its single-piece flat windshield glass. The first Chevrolet van was
originally marketed and sold as a panel van for purely utilitarian purposes. Windows were
available as an option, but were simply cut into the sides from the factory. In , Chevrolet added
the "Sportvan", which featured windows actually integrated into the body. GMC marketed its
window van as "Handi-Bus". Air conditioning, power steering, and power brakes were not
available in the first-generation vans. The new van was of simple construction and its box shape
was designed to maximize the hauling of cargo, tools, and equipment. The base cargo model
was the Chevyvan, available with or without windows and side cargo doors. Basic amenities
such as a heater and a right-front passenger seat were options. The Warner 3-speed manual
transmission was standard with a column shift. A 2-speed Powerglide automatic transmission
was optional. The model year included minor changes. The grille openings were widened and
received one additional slot just above the bumper to increase cooling. Seat belts were added.
The Sportvan was more of a passenger-friendly van with windows molded into the van body. A
retractable rear courtesy step for the passenger side doors was used on the Sportvan. The last
model year of the flat glass front end on the Chevrolet vans was Changes included the addition
of back-up lights, the side emblems were moved forward and now mounted on the front doors,
and the antenna location was moved from the right side to the left side. The base model
"Sportvan" now had two additional trim packages available: Sportvan Custom and Sportvan
Deluxe. These featured available upgrades such as chrome bumpers, two-tone paint, rear
passenger seats, interior paneling, padded dash, and chrome horn ring. In , the Chevrolet van
received a major facelift, including moving the headlights down to a new redesigned grille,
larger, rectangular taillights, and a curved windshield. The forward control cab design was
retained, but the doghouse was lengthened, widened, and slightly relocated in order to fit an
optional Chevrolet Small-Block engine. Engine cooling was improved with the addition of an
optional larger cross-flow type radiator and a redesigned front that included a low-profile tunnel
allowing more fresh air to the radiator. Power steering and "conventional" air conditioning with
dash vents and controls were never available on the second-generation van. The headlights
were relocated into a new grille, the rectangular taillights were longer, and the windshield was
new. The model year was the only early second-generation that did not have side marker lights.
The forward control cab design was retained, but the doghouse was widened and lengthened to
fit the optional V8 Chevrolet Small-Block engine. Engine cooling was improved with a
redesigned doghouse, the addition of a larger optional cross-flow type radiator, and a
redesigned front floor tunnel to provide more outside air to the radiator. The G featured heavier
suspension, a bolt rear axle, and increased hauling capability with wheels having a 6-lug bolt
pattern. The G model was available only on the inch wheelbase version. Brakes were now
upgraded to a safer split system including a dual reservoir master cylinder. This was the first
year that Chevrolet vans had side-marker lights, mandated by federal government regulations.

The front lights were located in the middle of the front doors, while the rear marker lights were
located about a foot inward of the rear edge just below the vertical middle of the van. For the
model year, the 3-speed TH Turbo-Hydramatic automatic transmission was an option. This was
not a typical AC setup with dash vents and controls, but a roof-mounted unit with a single
blower duct that had adjustable louvers to direct airflow. The AC unit was independent of the
cabin heater. It was operated by a single knob on a roof control panel that turned on the AC and
allowed the selection of fan speed. With no actual temperature control, the fan speed was the
only way to adjust for the desired comfort level. The model year was the last year of the square
styling, front drum brakes, and I-beam front axle. It is referenced in the owner's manual, but not
mentioned in the dealer brochures. The 3-speed automatic and manual 4-speed column shift
continued to be available as transmission options. Air conditioning may not have been available
for the model year. It is not listed as an option in a detailed page brochure, and unlike , there is
no mention of it in the owner's manual. In April , [ citation needed ] GM introduced the
third-generation G-series vans as model-year vehicles. In a complete redesign of the model line,
the vans adopted a front-engine configuration adding a hood to the body [1]. In production for
25 years, the third-generation G-series vans became one of the longest-produced vehicle
platforms designed by General Motors. In line with the two previous generations, the
third-generation G-series vans again used unibody construction, integrating the frame rails into
the floorpan; the side panels were constructed of a single-piece stamping. From to , the inch
wheelbase was used for cutaway chassis; for , a single rear-wheel version was introduced for
an extended-length van body. The front suspension underwent an extensive design change,
deleting its leaf-sprung front axle; in line with C-series pickup trucks, the vans received
independent front suspension with coil springs and control arms allowing for much wider
spacing of the front wheels [2] [1]. The rear axle suspension largely remained the same,
retaining a leaf-sprung solid rear axle. The four-wheel drum brakes of the previous generation
were abandoned, as the third-generation G-series vans adopted front disc brakes. For its
introduction, the G-series model line was offered with three different engines. Alongside a
3-speed manual transmission, the 2-speed Powerglide was offered alongside the 3-speed
Turbo-Hydromatic automatic. As part of the model update, the powertrain line underwent further
revision, with the six dropped from G-series vans entirely; GM began the use of metric
displacement figures. For , a 6. For , the four-barrel carburetor for the V6 was replaced by
throttle-body fuel injection TBI , with the 5. Alongside three-speed and four-speed manual
transmissions, the G-series vans were offered with three-speed and four-speed automatic
transmissions. For , a fuel-injected 7. For , manual transmissions were discontinued and the
four-speed automatic became standard equipment on nearly all body configurations; [3] for , the
4L60E and 4L80E 4-speed automatics renamed from THMR4 and THM, respectively replaced the
three-speed entirely. While the gasoline engine offerings would remain largely unchanged after
the model year, the 6. For , the 4. As part of the shift to a front-engine design layout, the body
received a conventional hood, allowing for access to the engine from outside of the vehicle.
Prior to , the G-series cargo van was sold with only a driver's seat with an optional
passenger-side seat. Similar in appearance to the European Bedford CF introduced by GM
subsidiary Vauxhall in , the G-series vans differed from one another in divisional badging.
Alongside fender badging, Chevrolet badging was centered within the grille while GMC lettering
was placed on the hood above the grille. In contrast to the "Action-Line" pickup trucks, the vans
are fitted with a horizontal-slat grille. For , the rear bench seats were redesigned in passenger
vans, allowing them to be removed without tools. For , the exterior underwent a revision; along
with minor changes to the fenders and the introduction of larger bumpers, the grille was
redesigned. The dashboard was redesigned with recessed gauge pods and an angled center
console, a design that would remain in use through For , the grille saw a minor revision,
adopting larger side-view mirrors for the doors. A locking steering column with
column-mounted ignition switch was introduced for , with the model line relocating the dimmer
switch and wiper controls on the turn signal control stalk. As a one-year-only option, GM
offered window glass on the left-side rear door in place of both rear doors or neither. For , the
G-series van underwent a set of minor exterior and interior revisions. While retaining the
dashboard from , a tilt steering column was introduced sourcing the steering wheel from
Chevrolet mid-size sedans , moving the manual transmission shifter from the steering column
to the floor. For , GM introduced an extended-wheelbase version of the G-series van on 1-ton
series vans. While trailing Ford and Dodge by over a decade, the design was the first produced
on an extended-wheelbase design. In line with previous versions, two headlights remained
standard on cargo vans and lower-trim passenger vans with four headlights as an option on
higher-trim passenger vans. Several safety features were phased in during the production of the
final model update. For , a brake-shift interlock requiring the brake pedal to be depressed to

shift from park was introduced. For , a driver's side airbag was added to all vehicles under 8, lbs
GVWR , the new steering wheel coincided with the introduction of an updated instrument panel.
For , to bridge the gap between the G-series and the P-series stripped chassis, a heavier-duty
version of the G30 cutaway chassis was introduced. For the model year, the third-generation
G-series van was renamed the "G-Classic" and was pared down to versions with a GVWR above
8, pounds; sales were ended in the state of California. As with previous generations, the model
line was again named the G-series van distinct from the intermediate GM G platform. Offered in
10, 20, and 30 series, the Chevrolet Chevy Van cargo van and Chevrolet Sportvan passenger
van were joined by multiple nameplates through the production of the third generation. Revived
from the Tri-Five station wagon series, the Beauville was the highest-trim Chevrolet passenger
van, offering upgraded seats and interior trim. The Bonaventure was produced during the s as
an intermediate trim level between the Sportvan and the Beauville. As conversion vans were
outfitted by second parties, such vehicles were badged with the Chevy Van and GMC Vandura
cargo van nameplates. The vehicle used a Union Carbide cryogenic fuel cell to power a
horsepower electric motor. It never went into production due to cost issues and safety
concerns. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Chevrolet Van. For the post
successor, see Chevrolet Express. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Retrieved GM Heritage Center. Retrieved 26 November
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Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. The model line would overlap production with both its
predecessor and its successor. In line with the GMC Sierra, Chevrolet adopted a singular
Chevrolet Silverado nameplate for its full-size truck line which remains in use. Along with a
flush, curved grille and front bumper, the adopted many upgrades over the Rounded-Line
generation, including sedan-style doors and flush window glass. Under the redesign, K-Series
four-wheel drive trucks underwent a major upgrade, as the front axle received independent front
suspension for the first time. Alongside selling two full-size truck lines besides one another, the
product change allowed GM to transition buyers into the new model line. For and , pickup
trucks were discontinued, with the model line sold only as a CHD heavy-duty chassis cab. As its
design had effectively been overtaken by that of the extended cab, the single-seat "Bonus cab"
was not carried over all crew cabs were now fitted with rear seats. For , the body of the GMT
saw few changes, introducing front bucket seats for extended-cab pickups. For the model year,
all GMT trucks underwent a mid-cycle revision, distinguished by a revision of the front fascia for
both Chevrolet and GMC. The sideview mirrors were redesigned and enlarged adopted from the
Suburban SUV ; on extended cabs, opening rear side windows became standard equipment. For
, as a running change through the model year, extended-cab models received a passenger-side
third door. For , the dashboard underwent a minor revision to accommodate a passenger-side
airbag only vehicles with a GVWR under pounds were equipped, including series and non-HD s.
For , GM revised the tailgate badging for pickup trucks. Largely aimed towards fleet sales, to
minimize production costs, the series Classic was offered only with the 5. For , the Classic was
pared down to the and series, [4] [15] with the model line reduced solely to the CHD chassis cab
for and In total, six wheelbases for pickup trucks were offered. Evolved from the previous
generation, the front suspension for the GMT chassis is fully independent with unequal-length
control arms. The rear suspension configuration was largely unchanged, with rear leaf springs
supporting the live rear axle, changing to a two-stage setup to improve load capability while
improving ride characteristics while unloaded. On all pickup trucks, the model line was fitted
with front disc brakes and rear drum brakes 4-wheel disc brakes were exclusive to the CHD [18].

Anti-lock brakes ABS was introduced as part of the redesign. From to , ABS was used on the
rear wheels on K-Series trucks, only when in two-wheel drive [8]. From to , pickups were
equipped with four-wheel ABS. The GMT model line was produced in three wheelbases in its
first year: the regular cab carrying over the A short bed extended cab model on a On series
vehicles, a 4. On series and series vehicles, a 5. For , GM introduced its first turbodiesel V8,
expanded to 6. For , the lighter-duty R4 paired with engines up to the 5. For , naturally-aspirated
versions of the 6. For , the three gasoline V8 engines underwent a series of design upgrades,
becoming the Vortec , , and , respectively. From onward, few major changes were made to the
powertrain. For , the CHD chassis cab replaced the 7. Vortec V6. Gen 1: 4-inch bore family.
Vortec Gen V. Offered with an optional rear bench seat, [8] versions without one effectively
replaced the single-seat "Bonus Cab" previously derived from the crew cab. For nearly five
years after the two-door pickups were released , a four-door crew cab was introduced. As with
the previous generation, the crew cab shared its body design with the Suburban SUV. For and
series trucks, chassis cabs were also offered. For , the heavier-duty CHD was introduced
developed specifically for commercial use. In an effort to modernize the interior, the model line
shed all chrome trim from the cab interior regardless of trim level , with hard plastic replacing
many soft-touch surfaces. The dashboard introduced a hybrid of digital and analog instruments,
with digital scales replacing analog gauge needles. In a functional change, all manual
transmissions became floor-shifted retiring the column-mounted shifter. Coinciding with the
model revision, the interior underwent a substantial redesign, with the dashboard and door
panels undergoing a redesign for the first time since The interior design remained in use
through the discontinuation of the fourth-generation model line, revised for the addition of a
passenger-side airbag during the model year for series and non-HD series vehicles [15] [16].
The Cheyenne made its return as the standard trim replacing the Custom Deluxe , with the
Scottsdale and Silverado serving as the top two trims. Externally, the Cheyenne was
distinguished by its two sealed-beam headlights; the Scottsdale and Silverado were fitted with
four headlamps replaced by rectangular composite headlamps for Intended primarily for fleet
sales and work use, the Cheyenne was a spartan vehicle with most features offered as optional
equipment. For , the Scottsdale trim was dropped; the Cheyenne and Silverado trims were
offered through Offered as both a Class truck and as a cowled bus chassis, the GMT chassis
was offered with 6. As an option, Caterpillar inline-6 diesel engines were offered. Intended
nearly exclusively for commercial use, the CHD was not sold for retail sale. While
factory-produced as a C-series truck, the front fenders were fitted with the plastic fender flares
typically fitted to K trucks to accommodate a wider front axle and larger The model line was
offered in The standard engine for the CHD was the 5. In line with commercial trucks, the front
axle was a solid I-beam drop axle; the rear drive axle was a Dana 80 full-floating axle inch ring
gear. Intended primarily for commercial and fleet use, the cab was fitted with marker lights and
either "camper-style" or "west-coast" sideview mirrors. Initially offered in only a standard cab
with Cheyenne trim, the CHD was expanded to a Silverado trim for ; [21] a crew cab became an
option for During its production, the CHD was not offered with an extended-cab body. While GM
produced the K and K as chassis-cab trucks, no KHD was ever produced from the factory by
General Motors; several equivalent vehicles were fabricated through aftermarket conversions
including a Dana 60 or Dana 70 front axle. Nearly five years after pickup trucks made their
debut, the Suburban marketed by both Chevrolet and GMC was released, again derived from the
crew-cab pickup truck body itself debuting for Exclusive to Ks, the option package included
skid plates for the engine, front axle, and transfer case along with heavy-duty Bilstein shock
absorbers. On two-wheel drive examples, the front bumper included a black air dam with fog
lamps ; the inch styled steel wheels were chrome-plated. From to , the package was paired
solely with the Fleetside bed; for , Chevrolet shifted the option to the Sportside stepside bed.
For , Chevrolet debuted the SS as a high-performance variant of the C Deriving much of its
design from the Sport Equipment Package, the SS was distinguished by a nearly
monochromatic black exterior, gloss-black grille with red-trim badging , and body-color
bumpers and mirrors borrowing the latter from the Cheyenne. Externally identified by "SS"
bed-side decals, the vehicle received Silverado interior trim, with model-specific bucket seats
and interior colors. Initially offered solely in black paint and a red interior, Chevrolet introduced
a choice of paint colors for the SS for , adding red and white monochrome exteriors, along with
blue, beige, and gray interiors. In total, 16, examples were produced 13, were sold for the model
year. The ambulance conversion was done by Jakab Industries of Tamworth, New South Wales ,
who fitted a fiberglass hatchback body to the GMC chassis cab; the firm also converted the
vehicles to right-hand drive. The vehicles were developed as a successor for ambulances based
on Ford F-series chassis Ford of Australia ended importation of the F-Series for Beginning in ,
the C chassis cab was imported by General Motors New Zealand and locally converted to

right-hand drive. The final vehicle line to use the Chevrolet inline six , the Brazilian-produced
Silverado was retired in , with GM shifting production to the mid-size S Adopting the and
nameplates, the series was named after its approximate GVWR in metric tonnes approximately
over 6 tonnes and a rounded number for the PS horsepower rating for each engines
approximately PS for the Maxion diesel and PS for the MWM turbodiesel. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. American truck series. Motor vehicle. Retrieved 20 September Hot Rod.
Retrieved September 4, Retrieved Archived from the original on Former fleet number Note this
one has the fleet number partly removed and no plates. It was being decommissioned, and fleet
number had been re allocated to another vehicle also in this set. Taken at Newcastle ambulance
workshop". Wellington Free Ambulances - Chevrolet Silverado". Best Cars Web Site
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links. Chevrolet K Sportside extended cab. Donald Wood [1] [2]. Chevrolet Silverado GMT
Chevrolet small-block engine Gen 1: 4-inch bore family. Chevrolet small-block engine Vortec
Chevrolet big-block V8 Mark IV. Chevrolet big-block V8 Gen V. Chevrolet big-block V8 Vortec
Detroit Diesel V8. The Chevrolet small-block engine is a series of V8 automobile engines used in
normal production by the Chevrolet division of General Motors between and , using the same
basic engine block. Engineer Ed Cole is credited with leading the design for this engine. The
Generation II engine is largely an improved version of the Generation I, having many
interchangeable parts and dimensions. Later generation engines have only the rod bearings,
transmission-to-block bolt pattern and bore spacing in common with the Generation I and II
engines. Introduced as a performance engine in , the went on to be employed in both high- and
low-output variants across the entire Chevrolet product line. Over the years, every American
General Motors division except Saturn and Geo used it and its descendants in their vehicles. In
all, over ,, small-blocks have been built in carbureted and fuel injected forms since as of
November 29, The small-block family line was honored as one of the 10 Best Engines of the 20th
Century by automotive magazine Ward's AutoWorld. In February a Wisconsin businessman
reported that his Chevrolet C pickup had logged over 1 million miles without any major repairs
to its small block V8 engine. Source: The Flint Journal , February 17, It quickly gained popularity
among stock car racers, nicknamed the " Mighty Mouse ", for the then-popular cartoon
character, later abbreviated to "Mouse". The was adopted by other Chevrolets, replacing the
V8s. Installed in everything from station wagons to sports cars, in commercial vehicles, and
even in boats and in highly modified form airplanes, it is the most widely used small-block of all
time. Though not offered in GM vehicles since , the series is still in production at a GM
subsidiary in Springfield, MO under the company's "GM Genuine Parts" brand, and is also
manufactured as an industrial and marine engine by GM Powertrain under the " Vortec " name.
Of the three engines in this family, two of them, the and the , made automotive history. The first
of this family was the , introduced in Cole's design borrowed the valve train design scheduled
to be used at the time in the Pontiac V8. Internal GM rules at the time stated that once an
automotive division had introduced a technological innovation, no other GM division could use
it for a period of two years. The stud-mounted independent ball rocker arm design patented by
Pontiac engineer Clayton Leach, was scheduled for introduction in the Pontiac V8. GM forced
the Pontiac division to share its valvetrain design in Chevrolet's new V8 in , so that both
engines were introduced the same year with the same valve train design. The reason this
happened is that Buick division lobbied the corporation to hold back Pontiac's release because
it affected Buick's release of the new OHV Buick V8 engine. A shortcoming of the was its lack of
any provision for oil filtration built into the block, instead relying on an add-on filter mounted on
the thermostat housing, and that was an "option only". In spite of its novel green sand foundry
construction, the '55 block's lack of adequate oil filtration leaves it typically only desirable to
period collectors. The first motors used the stock blocks. However, the overbore to these
blocks resulted in thin cylinder walls. Future blocks were recast to accept the 3. This was the
third U. Besides being available in the Chevrolet line, it was optional in Checker Taxis beginning
in All s had large 2. Pistons used with the share the same pin height as the but retaining the s
bore size prior to it was possible to stroke a into a where aftermarket pistons had to be used. All
engines in this family share the same block dimensions and sometimes even the same casting
number; the latter meaning engines were of the same block, but with different strokes e. This
engine family was updated in for the use of 2. The first engine in this family was the small
journal in and the last being s medium journal in pickup trucks and commercial vehicles. The

used the same nodular cast-iron crankshaft as the , with a forged steel crank that was also
produced. DZ Its solid-lifter cam, known as the " Duntov" cam named after its 0. It used the '' 2.
Unlike the Corvette, the exhaust manifolds were the more restrictive rear outlet 'log' design to
clear the Camaro chassis's front cross-member. It had a chrome oil filler tube in the front of the
intake manifold next to the thermostat housing from to The first year had unique chrome valve
covers with Chevrolet stamped into them without an engine displacement decal pad. A
'divorced' exhaust crossover port heated well-choke thermostat coil was used to provide
cleaner and faster engine warm-up. Its single-point distributor had an ignition point cam
designed to reduce point bounce at high rpm along with a vacuum diaphragm to advance
ignition timing at idle and part- throttle for economy and emissions. Pulleys for the balancer,
alternator , water- pump , as well as optional power steering , were deep- groove to retain the
drive belt s at high rpm. In , the shared the finned cast aluminium valve covers with the LT-1
Corvette engine. It was available only as off-road service parts purchased over the Chevrolet
dealership parts counter. Chevrolet went so far as to carry the positive crankcase ventilation
system PCV over to the cross-ram induction system to retain emissions compliance mandated
for US-produced cars beginning in , that also provided full-throttle crankcase pressure venting
to the intake air to burn its vapors. Another popular service-parts-only component used on the
was the magnetic-pulse Delco transistor - ignition ball bearing distributor. It eliminated the
production breaker-point ignition allowing greater spark energy and more stable ignition timing
at all engine speeds including idle. This was one of the least talked about yet most
transformative and comprehensive performance and durability upgrades of its time. Many of the
s off-road service parts were the development work of racers like Roger Penske. Every part in a
SCCA Trans-Am engine had to be available through local Chevrolet parts departments to
encourage their use by anyone who wanted them. The engine was also popular in Formula
racing around the world, especially in Australia and New Zealand where it proved more powerful
than the Repco -Holden V8. Reminiscing about the series, mids Australian F driver Bruce
Allison said, "We never used first gear at the start. We started in second, and even then there
was so much torque , you'd get wheelspin through third and fourth gears. The exact
displacement is This block is one of three displacements that underwent a major change in
when the main journal size was increased from 2. In Chevrolet released the now-legendary L ,
which was nothing more than an L In , Checker began offering the as an option. The was fitted
in the English Gordon-Keeble. It was also installed in many Isos , until when General Motors
started demanding cash in advance and the Italian manufacturer switched to the Ford Cleveland
V8. The car had modified suspension just before release to also be used in local Series
Production racing Australian Group E. It was a lower compression version of the engine first
used on the HK GTS, and was dressed as a engine sporting all parts. One year later it was made
available in the Chevrolet Nova , and finally in the rest of the Chevrolet line could be ordered
with a As had been the case with earlier versions of the small-block, the was available in the
Beaumont sold by Pontiac Canada, which unlike its US counterparts, used Chevrolet chassis
and drivelines. The L46 became an optional engine for the Chevrolet Corvette. Compression
ratio was The compression ratio of the L48 was lowered to 8. This is indicated by the fifth digit
in the VIN being a K. The L48 engine was exported to Australia, where it appeared in the Holden
Monaro from through , and in the Statesman from through The L48 V8 was the standard engine
in the â€” Chevrolet Corvette. It was basically the 2bbl version of the L48 It was produced until
the model year. Throughout its lifespan, it used mechanical ignition points, electronic, or
computer-controlled spark system, and conventional or feedback carburetors. The LM1 was
superseded by the L05 powerplant after Post blocks possibly had a lower nickel content but
thicker cylinder deck, and post heads of the small block Chevrolet used less iron, and were
lighter weight, crack-prone, and were less powerful because of the lower compression ratios
used. It used solid lifters, Redline was 6, rpm but power fell off significantly past 6, rpm. The â€”
L82 was a "performance" version of the that still used the casting number 76cc chamber "2. Its
cast-aluminum LT-1 valvecovers were painted crinkle-black contrasting with the aluminum
manifold and distributor housing. The L81 was the only 5. A version using a closed-loop
carburetor was used with the California emissions package in its final years. Most of the small
block engines in this timeframe were built at either the Flint engine plant in south Flint,
Michigan or at St. Catharines, Ontario. The Flint plant was producing about 5, engines per day in
the mids, and had a slower, separate line for the TPI engines used in the Camaro and Corvette.
Source: Chevrolet Truck Data Book. Years: [14]. The LT-9 served as GM's truck-based heavy
emissions [15] variant of the 5. Since GM did not assign a model year to production Corvettes,
there was no L83 for The L83 added "Cross-Fire" fuel injection twin throttle-body fuel injection.
The new L98 added tuned-port fuel injection "TPI", which was standard on all â€” Corvettes.
Aluminum cylinder heads Corvette only were released part way through the model run, modified

for with D-ports, and continued through the end of L98 Corvette production in still used on ZZx
crate engines until when the ZZ6 received the fast burn heads. Compression was up again in to
9. The L05 was also used in the G van models and the P30 step vans. Additionally, the L05 was
used in 9C1-optioned police package Caprices, and in the following vehicles:. L05s were used
primarily with casting number 64cc combustion chambers cylinder heads with swirled intake
ports - the intake ports were designed for fuel economy the design was also shared with the
heads used on the 4. The swirl ports known to GM as a vortex chamber along with the irregular
shape of the combustion chambers limit the airflow and horsepower output where they did not
provide a fast burn, later phased in with the Vortec heads. A majority of the L05s used with the
trucks and vans had conventional flat tappet camshafts, while the Caprice 9C1 â€”93 had a
roller cam. A single belt serpentine belt accessory drive was introduced on the L05, the 5. In mid
the L05 was equipped with heads used in the G In February , a Wisconsin businessman
reported that his Chevrolet C pickup had logged over 1 million miles without any major repairs
to its L05 engine. Source: The Flint Journal , February 17, The article also mentioned that the
Flint engine plant that built the engine, had produced 45 million engines in its year history,
before closing in It is Chevrolet's last production Generation I small-block. The cylinder heads
feature combustion chambers and intake ports very similar to those of the LT1 V8, but lacking
the LT1's reverse-flow cooling and higher compression. As such, the L31 head is compatible
with all older small-blocks, and is a very popular upgrade. It offers the airflow of more expensive
heads, at a much lower cost. It does, however, require a specific intake manifold A 5.
Chevrolet's L31 was replaced by GM's 5. It is still [ when? Volvo Penta and Mercury Marine also
still produce the L The "Marine" intake, despite its cast iron construction, is an L31 upgrade that
allows use of common Bosch-style injectors with various flow rates while still maintaining
emission compliance. It has a 4. The differed from other small blocks in that the cylinders were
siamesed and therefore required 'steam' holes in the block, head gaskets , and heads to help
alleviate 'hot-spots' in the cooling system at the point above the siamesed cylinders.
Overheating and damage are likely if head gaskets or heads without 'steam' holes are used on a
block. The is the only engine that uses a 2. The connecting rod was also specific being 5. The
was made in 4-bolt main journal from to and in 2-bolt main journal from to The can have either 2
or 3 freeze-plugs per side though all blocks have the provisions for a 3rd freeze-plug on each
side. The engine was available in midsize A-Body and full-size B-Body passenger cars until the
end of the model year. All s came with a two-barrel carburetor until A four-barrel carburetor
option became available in It was also used for the limited production Avanti for a few years in
the s. The was replaced by the for the model year. This was Chevrolet's second 4. Designed and
built during the era of the gas embargo, CAFE mandates, and tighter emissions, this engine
family was designed to become Chevrolet's cost-effective, all-purpose "economy V8" engine
line. It was intended to fill the gap where the venerable and had been. Bore and stroke were 3.
This new engine family would provide better gas economy than the , share its basic architecture
and many parts with the thus reducing production costs , and provide customers with more
horsepower and torque than Chevrolet's s-era inline 6 and V6 engines. During the early s, when
GM was streamlining their engine lineups, the Chevrolet would rise to prominence as General
Motors' "corporate" engine, signified by being the standard and often only V8 in many GM
vehicles. Through much of the 80's, the became General Motors' most common V8, followed
closely by Oldsmobile's Crankshafts used with the had the same casting number as the with
one discernible difference - the crank is lighter in weight to compensate for engine balancing.
As a result, the counterweights are smaller, which makes it unsuitable for use in a where metal
would have to be welded back on. The Chevrolet is a reliable, fuel efficient V8, easily capable of
, miles, if maintained. From onward into the early s, these engines were prone to wearing out
their camshaft lobes prematurely due to a combination of improper manufacturing and poor
quality controls a result of GM cost-cutting measures. The is sometimes dismissed in
performance circles because of its lackluster performance, small bore size, and difficulty
flowing large volumes of air at high rpms. However, two variants of the to were notable
performers: the to L69 High Output 5. After , its usage was limited to light trucks and SUVs until
the model year while vans and commercial vehicles continued until The was sold as a crate
motor under the Mr. Goodwrench brand as a replacement motor and as a boat engine for
Mercury Marine until late when it was discontinued. The first iteration of the , the LG3 was
introduced in This variant used a Rochester 2GC carburetor from to All years had an 8. It was
discontinued in Introduced in , the LG4 was essentially an LG3 with the addition of a 4-bbl
carburetor and larger valves. The engine saw a series of gradual improvements, increasing
reliability, mpg, and power output through its production run. In the ignition system, CCC was
fully responsible for the timing curve; mechanical and vacuum advances were eliminated from
the distributor. The more precise spark timing provided by the CCC made possible a series of

increases in compression ratio from a pre-CCC 8. In , Chevrolet replaced the cast-iron intake
with an aluminum version and used either "" or "" heads with 1. For , the 4-valve-relief, flat top
pistons from the L69 were added to the LG4, which resulted in another increase in compression.
Also added was a knock sensor to allow the "CCC" engine management system to compensate
for the increase in compression and a more aggressive spark-timing map in the ECM. For ,
Chevrolet changed over to a one-piece rear main seal engine block design to minimize leaks
and warranty claims; however, some early blocks retained a two-piece rear main seal. For ,
Chevrolet once again made some revisions to increase overall reliability, many of them
borrowed from the TBI L03 , which was to replace the LG4. The coil-in-cap HEI distributor was
retired, and an all-new electronic distributor design was used. The intake manifold to head bolt
pattern was redesigned to improve gasket integrity - four of the center intake manifold bolts
were drilled at 72 degrees instead of 90 degrees for the cast iron cylinder heads. Changes to the
valve covers were also made. Ribbing was added to the top of the valve covers to increase
surface area, acting as a heat sink. To improve intake gasket sealing, the mounting bolts were
relocated to the valve cover centerline, placing all sealing pressure evenly upon the mounting
flange perimeter. Thus, these became known as centerbolt valve covers, first introduced in on
the LB4 4. Some early engines have lifter retainer provisions, but use the older, non-roller
camshaft. Unlike, the original '69 version, Chevrolet did not place it in the trunk for owners to
install. Fuel was supplied by the two TBI units, set diagonally apart from each other, atop the
unique, aluminum intake manifold. Unfortunately, the system was placed atop the basic LG4
and lacked any significant performance capability. A cubic inch version was also used in the
Corvette from to Since it was fairly early into GM's electronic engine management development
and electronic fuel injection programs, few dealerships had the technology, equipment, or
properly trained mechanics capable of dealing with these engines. In a very short time, these
engines obtained the notorious nickname; "Ceasefire Engine". Thanks mostly to a somewhat
cult-like following, a number of aftermarket performance parts are also available through
Crossfire-specialized manufacturers. The L69 High Output 5. The L69 features a compression
ratio of 9. Additionally, the engines came equipped with a functional cold air induction hood on
the Trans Am, a dual snorkel air cleaner assembly on the Camaro Z28 and IROC-Z and Trans
Am, a large, single snorkel on the Monte Carlo SS also, rare optional dual snorkel in , an
aluminum intake manifold, high stall torque converter on the Monte Carlo SS and F-bodies, or a
lightweight flywheel on T-5 equipped F-bodies. The LE9 5. At its core was the stout L69
shortblock and it used the same aggressive L69 camshaft profile. The induction system was
unlike any system used previously by GM. It featured a large plenum made of cast aluminum,
with individual runners made of tubular aluminum, feeding air to each cylinder. And each
cylinder had its own fuel injector fed by a fuel rail mounted above each bank. This engine used
the TBI throttle-body fuel injection. The LB4 4. The L03 used hydraulic roller lifters, which
allowed it to recover some of the lost horsepower from its factory design, while further
increasing efficiency reduced rotational drag. Despite downfalls in its aspiration restrictions,
the L03 had one thing going for it: reliability F-bodies that carry the L03 did not use a rev limiter.
They used dished pistons with a 9. The L03 TBI featured a 3. Performance junkies would bore
these engines to 3. However it is advised not to overbore these blocks more than 30
thousandths, as the cylinder wall thickness is dangerously decreased beyond that point. The
Vortec L30 is a V8 truck engine. Displacement is 5, cc, The compression ratio is 9. It was
replaced by the 4. The engine uses a hydraulic roller cam and high flowing, fast burn style
vortec heads. Differences include bore and stroke, intake valve size, and smaller combustion
chambers. L30 applications:. The 4. After , electronic feedback carburetion was used on the The
also saw use in to Checker Marathons. While similar in displacement to the other 4. Power
output would drop in subsequent years of the engine. The original design of the small block
remained remarkably unchanged for its production run, which began in and ended, in
passenger vehicles, in The engine is still being built today for many aftermarket applications,
both to replace worn-out older engines and also by many builders as high-performance
applications. The principal changes to it over the years include:. A significant improvement over
the original Generation I V8 is the Generation II LT1's "reverse cooling" system, allowing
coolant to start at the heads and flow down through the block. This keeps the heads cooler,
affording greater power through a higher compression ratio and greater spark advance at the
same time it maintains higher and more consistent cylinder temperatures. Some parts from the
Generation II are interchangeable with the Generation I one-piece rear main seal engine. The
LT1 uses a new engine block, cylinder head, timing cover, water pump, intake manifold and
accessory brackets. Engine mounts and bell housing bolt pattern remain the same, permitting a
newer engine to be readily swapped into an older vehicle. It displaced 5. The LT1 used a
reverse-flow cooling system which cooled the cylinder heads first, maintaining lower

combustion chamber temperatures and allowing the engine to run at a higher compression than
its immediate predecessors. There were a few different versions of the LT1. All feature a cast
iron block, with aluminum heads in the Y and F bodies, and cast iron heads in the B and D
bodies. Corvette blocks had four-bolt main caps, while most other blocks were two-bolt main
caps. Block castings remained the same between 2 and 4 bolt mains. In 94 the LT1 switched to a
mass airflow sensor and sequential port injection. A new, more capable computer controlled the
transmission as well as the engine and got a new name: Powertrain Control Module PCM. The
early Optispark distributor had durability problems, and a revised version was introduced on
the B-Bodies and on the Y and F-Bodies. Changes include a vacuum port to draw filtered air
through the distributor to remove moisture and ozone and a revised drive system which uses an
extended dowel pin on the camshaft rather than a separate splined shaft in the camshaft gear. A
port can be drilled into the early distributor base, and the later cap can be installed to add
venting to the early distributor. The LT4 was the special high-performance version of the
new-generation LT1. It featured a slightly more aggressive camshaft profile, 1. It was introduced
in the model year, for the last year of the C4 Corvette, and came standard on all manual
transmission ZF 6-speed equipped C4 Corvettes. All production engines for the Firehawks and
sSS were completely disassembled, balanced, blueprinted and honed with stress plates. One in
5 engines was tested on a Superflow engine dyno. Engineered in the UK but produced and
assembled in Stillwater Oklahoma by specialty engine builder Mercury Marine , the all-aluminum
LT5 shared only the 4. It does not have reverse cooling and is generally not considered a small
block Chevrolet. Used only in Corvettes, [26] the LT5 was the work of a team headed by Design
manager David Whitehead, and was hand built by one headed project engineer Terry D. A
second generation of the LT5 was in the testing phase as early as What little information
survived showed that it would have used a dual plenum system similar to the first generation
Dodge Viper as well as variable valve timing. Unfortunately, the cost to produce the LT5 along
with its weight, dimensions would not fit the C5 pilot cars without extensive modifications and
internal GM politics over using an engine that was not designed and built in house killed the
LT5 after six years of production. GM canceled the ZR-1 option beginning model year Engines
that were to be installed in the as yet unbuilt ZR-1's were sealed and crated for long-term
storage. After they were built at the Mercruiser plant in Stillwater, Oklahoma they were shipped
to Bowling Green, Kentucky and stored in the Corvette assembly plant until the and ZR-1s went
down the assembly line. A total of 6, cars were produced. Despite being discontinued, a new
class of premium V8s for Cadillac and eventually Oldsmobile, the dual overhead cam V8
Northstar and its derivatives, drew heavily from the LT5's design and lessons learned from its
production. The pistons used in the 4. The L99 featured updated Generation II block
architecture, and is externally identical to the larger 5. Like the LT1, it features sequential fuel
injection , reverse-flow cooling with a cam-driven water pump, and an optical ignition pickup.
The L99 4. The L99's smaller displacement provided slightly better EPA fuel economy than the
5. See Oldsmobile Diesel engine for more information. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Chevrolet small-block engines. Nova was the top model in the Chevy II lineup through The
Chevy II nameplate was dropped after , with Nova becoming the nameplate for all of the through
models. Built on the X-body platform , the Nova was replaced by the Chevrolet Citation
introduced in the spring of Chevrolet designer Clare MacKichan recalled about creating the
Chevy II: "There was no time for experimentation or doodling around with new ideas from either
the engineers or from us in design; And it had to be a basic-type car. Unlike the Corvair , the
Chevy II was deliberately never intended to be revolutionary in concept or execution; its
mission was to give Chevrolet buyers a simple, back-to-the-basics compact car. There was a lot
of debate within the Chevrolet organization over just what to call this new car, and the decision
to go with "Chevy II" was a very late one. Among the finalists was Nova. It lost out because it
didn't start with a "C," but was selected as the name for the top-of-the-line series. Ultimately the
Nova badge would replace Chevy II, but that wouldn't happen until In almost every way, the
creators of the Chevy II used Falcon as a benchmark. The model range included sedans and
wagons, as well as a two-door hardtop and a convertible. After the rear-engine Chevrolet
Corvair was outsold by the conventional Ford Falcon in , Chevrolet completed work on a more
conventional compact car that would eventually become the Chevy II. The car was of semiunibody construction having a bolt on front section joined to its unitized cabin and trunk rear
section, available in two-door coupe and four-door sedan configurations as well as convertible
and station wagon versions. A series was also introduced, but was discontinued almost
immediately. All Chevy II engines featured overhead valves. A V8 engine was not available in
and With no documentation proving it, the legend of a dealer installed V8 engine being in a or
model year Chevy II is a myth. In and the Nova option for the Chevy II was available in a
convertible body style, and a two-door hardtop was available from to , although the hardtop was
dropped when the models were first introduced, but subsequently brought back to the line later
in the model year. Like all Chevy two-door hardtops, the body style was marketed as the Sport
Coupe. Rival manufacturer Chrysler had earlier developed the Slant Six in their Plymouth
Valiant , a Chevy II competitor, when the cars were introduced to the public in late as models. At
introduction in the fall, the hardtop coupe was missing in the lineup, contributing to a loss of
sales as well as showroom appeal. Chevrolet subsequently reintroduced the Sport Coupe in the
lineup later in the model year, and it remained available through The Chevrolet Chevy II and
Nova were updated with cleaner front-end styling courtesy of a fresh full-width grille with new
integrated headlight bezels. Parking lights moved down to the deep-section bumper, and
sedans gained a new roofline. Taillight and backup lights were restyled, as was the rear cove.
The Chevy II came in entry-level form or as the posher Nova , each in three body styles. Super
Sports had a new brushed-chrome console with floor-mounted four-speed manual transmission
or Powerglide automatic, but a column-mounted three-speed manual remained standard. Bucket
seats wore textured vinyl trim, and the dashboard held ammeter, oil pressure, and temperature
gauges. An expanded engine lineup gave customers six power choices of the six-cylinder or V-8
engines; the four-cylinder was available only in the Midyear also brought a more potent with
dual exhausts and horsepower. For , Chevy II had the dubious distinction of being the only car
in GM's lineup to suffer a sales decline. It is possible that some Chevy II sales were lost to the
brand-new '65 Corvair, which addressed virtually all its â€”64 problems, got rave reviews from
automotive journals and featured sleek new Z-body styling along with a brand-new chassis. In
general, proportions were squared up but dimensions and features changed little. Highlights
included a bold grille and semi-fastback roofline. The Nova SS was visually distinguished by
wide rocker panels and a bright aluminum deck lid cove. It had bright SS emblems on the grille
and in the ribbed rear panel, and Super Sport script on the quarter panels. Wheel covers were
inherited from the Malibu SS. Strato-bucket front seats were included, but a tachometer cost
extra. This engine was first seen in the Chevelle. The models received nothing more than a
touch-up after a restyling for All Novas got a crosshatch pattern that filled the deck lid trim
panel. The Chevy II lacked much in the way of trim or brightwork. A government-mandated
energy-absorbing steering column and safety steering wheel, soft interior parts such as
armrests and sun visors, recessed instrument panel knobs, front seat belt anchors and dual
brake master cylinders, were included in all models. The Chevy II and its deluxe Nova rendition
continued to attract compact-car shoppers, but the Chevrolet Camaro, introduced for , took
away some Nova sales. Available only in hardtop coupe form, the Chevrolet Nova SS got a new

black-accented anodized aluminum grille. SS wheel covers were again inherited, this time from
the â€”66 Impala SS. Nova SS coupes had a console-mounted shift lever with their Powerglide
automatic transmission or a four-speed manual. Other models had a column-mounted gearshift.
Compared to the model year output, sales of the models dropped by more than a third to ,
including 12, station wagons. The models were fully-redesigned with an extensive restyle on a
longer inch wheelbase that gave Chevy's compacts a chassis that was just one inch shorter
than that of the midsize Chevelle coupe. The station wagon and hardtop sport coupe were
discontinued, the former in line with an industry trend which left AMC the only American maker
of compact station wagons until Chrysler rejoined the market in the â€”70 Ford Falcon wagon
was actually midsize, using a bodyshell identical to the Fairlane wagon's. One notable change
was the front subframe assembly â€” as compared with Ford , Chrysler and AMC , in whose
cars the entire front suspension was integrated with the bodyshell, a separate subframe
housing the powertrain and front suspension similar to the front part of the frame of GM's
full-size , full-framed vehicles replaced the earlier style. Although the front subframe design was
unique for the Nova, the Camaro introduced a year earlier was the first to incorporate such a
design; the redesigned Nova was pushed a year ahead to instead of The sales brochure claimed
15 powertrain choices for coupes and a dozen for sedans. Options included power brakes and
steering, Four-Season or Comfort-Car air conditioning, rear shoulder belts, and head restraints.
There were a few Chevrolet Novas built with the ci 3. Sales of the Chevy Nova fell by half. In
Chevrolet dropped the Chevy II portion of its compact car's name; it was now known simply as
the Chevrolet Nova. The Torque-Drive transmission was only offered with the four and
six-cylinder engines. The two-speed Powerglide was still the only fully-automatic transmission
available with most engines, as the more desirable three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic was only
available with the largest V8 engines. The Nova Super Sport was transformed from a trim option
to a performance package for Novas sported the SS badge until For the Chevy II nameplate was
retired, leaving the Nova nameplate. As with other GM vehicles, locking steering columns were
incorporated into the Nova. The Nova was basically a carryover from The side marker and
taillight lenses for the Nova were wider and positioned slightly differently. This was the final
year for the SS actually, a cubic in. All other engines were carried over including the
seldom-ordered four-cylinder which was in its final year. The other two were sold in Canada.
The Nova was used in Trans-Am racing this year. Year Novas were similar to the previous year.
The Rally kit included black or white stripes that ran the length of the car and around the back, a
Rally Nova sticker on the driver's side of the hood, 6-slot Rally wheels, multi-leaf rear springs,
and a "sport" body colored driver's side mirror that was adjustable from the interior. The
well-hyped Vega stole sales from the Nova this year, but the compact soon would enjoy a
resurgence of popularity that would last deep into the s. A mid-year production change was the
front door hinges spot welded to the A-pillar and the door shell, a design shared with the Vega
and later implemented by GM's subsequent light-duty trucks and vans which later was used
with the S10, Astro van, and full-size trucks commencing with the GMT a decade later. This was
considered to build brand loyalty with respective GM divisions although the company later
fused their badge engineering with platform sharing to cut expenditures. The introduction of the
Omega and Apollo coincided with the subsequent oil crisis where sales of the X and H platform
increased. The Nova received only minor trim changes. The Rally package option with special
suspension returned and was a rather popular choice, with 33, sold. SuperSport equipment
went on 12, coupes. Nova production moved to Norwood, Ohio, where it would be assembled
alongside the Camaro. At mid-year, a sunroof option called the Sky Roof became available on
two-door models. Also, the optional Strato bucket seats available on coupes switched from the
previous low-back design with adjustable headrests to the high back units with built-in
headrests introduced the previous year on Camaros and Vegas. Despite the lack of change,
Nova had its best sales season in years, with the production of the models reaching , Of these, ,
had the six-cylinder engine. The model year introduced a hatchback body style based on the
2-door coupe. The front and rear of the Nova were restyled, following a government mandate for
vehicles to be fitted with front and rear bumpers capable of absorbing a low-speed impact of 2.
To go along with the bigger bumpers, stylists gave the Nova a new grille with a loosely
patterned crosshatch insert and parking lights located inboard of the headlights. Fuel tank
capacity increased to 21 gallons, which required a redesigned trunk pan where a circular
section was stamped to house the space-saver spare tire used on hatchback models. It could be
ordered with any of the Nova engines. A modified rear side window shape was also introduced,
eliminating the vent windows on both two- and four-door models. A revised rear suspension
was adapted from the second generation Camaro with multi-leaf springs replacing the
mono-leaf springs used on Novas since the original model. The Nova with a six-cylinder engine
or cu. Every Chevrolet Nova got side guard door beams and additional sound insulation, as well

as flow-through ventilation systems. A sunroof could be installed, and fold-down rear seats
were available. For , the Chevrolet Nova got larger parking lights and new bow-tie grille
emblems, as well as modified bumpers that added two inches to the length and helped cushion
minor impacts. Nova sales continued the surge they had enjoyed since and approached , cars
for Six-cylinder Novas were the fastest gainers, as sales of V-8 Novas declined. These were the
years of the first energy crisis as Middle Eastern countries cut back on oil exports. After waiting
for hours in gas lines and fretting about the prospect of fuel rationing, thrifty compacts looked
pretty good to plenty of Americans and it fit the bill. The 'Spirit of America' Nova was introduced
in In anticipation of the US bicentennial in , the limited edition Nova Coupes were painted white
and featured blue and red accent stripes as well as red and blue interior carpets and fabrics.
Oldsmobile and Buick entered the compact car market; both the Apollo and Omega debuted,
using the same body styles from the Nova lineup. Additional options were included on these
Nova-like models, such as lighting under the dashboard and in the glove compartment.
Pontiac's final GTO of this era was based on a facelifted Ventura coupe, itself based on the
Nova, but fitted with a shaker hood scoop from the Trans Am. Novas and all cars were fitted
with a weight-sensitive relay within the front seat that prevented the vehicle from being started
until the driver's seatbelt had been fastened, following a safety mandate from the NHTSA. Later,
a law passed by Congress repealed the mandate requiring this type of device, declaring that it
infringed on a driver's freedom of choice, and allowed owners of model cars to have the seat
belt interlock bypassed. Retired race car driver and muscle car specialist Don Yenko of Yenko
Chevrolet in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania refitted a series of third-generation Novas, as well as
Chevelles and Camaros for optimum performance to compete with the frontrunning Ford
Mustangs , Plymouth Barracudas and Dodge Challengers. The specially redesigned Nova
sometimes known as the "Yenko Supernova" had a stronger body frame and suspension
system to house the powerful and heavy cid 7. Today, only seven units are registered and
known to exist. In , emissions standards and fuel economy were taking a toll on muscle cars.
Additionally, the new "Yenko Deuce", as it was known, had extensive suspension, transmission,
and rear axle upgrades along with some very lively stripes, badges, and interior decals. Original
manufacturers sales prices for the third generation Nova were: [22]. The Chevrolet Nova was the
most-changed Chevy car for that model year. Front tread grew by an inch and a half, and the
front stabilizer bar had a larger diameter. Novas now had standard front disc brakes and
steel-belted radial tires. The front suspension and subframe assembly was similar to the one
used in the second generation GM F-body cars the Camaro and Pontiac Firebird , whereas the
rear axle and suspension were carried over from the previous generation. All Novas now had
cut-pile carpeting, formerly installed only in the Custom series. Speedometers had larger,
easier-to-read graphics. Windshields offered greater glass area. Front-door armrests were
redesigned with integral pull bars. Mated to a three-speed automatic , 3-speed manual or
4-speed â€” V8s only â€” Which remained the norm through the end of the decade and the end
of the rear-wheel drive X platform. The LN Luxury Nova package which was the top luxury trim
similar to the Caprice and Malibu Classic sent Nova into the luxury portion of the compact
market; some actually thought of it as competing against a few high-end European imports. The
Nova LN was called "the most luxurious compact in Chevrolet's history," with wide-back
reclining front seats that "look and feel like big, soft lounge chairs. Taillight lenses have
additional white accents unavailable with the base model and a chrome plated grille. Above the
front marker lenses, the LN had 4. Swing-out quarter windows could be ordered for the coupe.
Like regular versions of the Nova, the Concours came in three body styles: coupe, hatchback
coupe, and four-door sedan. Concours was the most luxurious Chevrolet compact to date.
Rosewood vinyl decorated the upper door panels, instrument panel, and steering wheel.
Concours models had an upright hood ornament, bumper guards, bright trim moldings, black
bumper impact strips, and full wheel covers; more-basic Novas came with hubcaps. The
Concours coupe also was the first Chevrolet coupe with a fold-down front center armrest.
Engines for the Chevrolet Nova were a horsepower inline-six, a horsepower cubic-inch V-8, or a
horse cubic-inch V A lighter duty 10 bolt rear differential with a 7. A Cabriolet padded vinyl top
was available for Nova coupes. Modest revisions were made to the brakes, and also to fuel and
exhaust system mountings. Dashboards contained new knobs. After testing the Chevrolet Nova,
the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department placed the largest order for compact police cars ever
seen in the U. Minor changes for the model year included a more modern round gauge cluster to
replace the long sweeping speedometer, and a revised dash panel which changed to a flatter
design. Some new colors were offered as with the rest of the divisions and some small trim
added. A separate brochure was printed for the Concours while the " Nova" brochure detailed
only base and Custom versions. A badged-engineered Nova Malibu Rallye and model years â€”
not related to the USA market Chevelle-based model and based on the Nova hatchback coupe

was sold in Mexico using the RPO Z26 package but fitted with 'Malibu Rallye' graphics and a
front grille emblem. Three engines and four transmissions were available for every Chevrolet
Nova, including Concours. Buyers could choose from a horsepower cubic-inch inline six, a
horsepower cubic-inch two-barrel V-8, or horsepower cubic-inch four-barrel V Shifting was
accomplished by three-speed column or floor shift and four-speed manuals or Turbo
Hydra-Matic. Novas might also be equipped with a heavy-duty suspension or the F41 sport
suspension. A surprising number of police departments ordered Novas with either a or
cubic-inch V-8 engine, following the lead of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department, which had
given the compacts an exhaustive evaluation. Promoted as "Concours by Chevrolet", the
Concours featured a new vertical bar grille and a revised stand-up hood ornament. The rear of
the Concours also got new triple unit taillamps reminiscent of the Caprice. It also boasted newly
designed wheel covers and wider bright wheel-opening moldings. The brochure went on to note
that Concours offered a "very special blending of classic style and good sense. Novas
themselves, the marketing materials said, were "not too small, not too big, not too expensive.
For the Concours was discontinued to clear the way for the newly downsized Malibu, and the
Nova Custom inherited much of the Concours' exterior finery but lacked the stand-up hood
ornament displayed by the Concours. More basic versions of the Chevrolet Nova had the same
grille used in ' and added a gold-tinted Chevy bowtie emblem at the leading edge of the hood.
For '78 Nova was also available with Rally equipment, which included yet another front-end
layout: a diamond-pattern grille with horizontal parking lights and black headlight bezels
basically the ' SS grille , plus triple band striping and color-keyed Rally wheels. All Nova drivers
faced a new dual-spoke, soft vinyl-covered steering wheel; the same one found in the Caprice
and Malibu. Any Chevrolet Nova could be ordered with a cubic-inch six-cylinder engine, a
horsepower cubic-inch V-8, or a horsepower cubic-inch V Law enforcement agencies in 48
states were driving Novas by now, as the sales brochure boasted. Production dropped almost ,
for the model, to ,, making Nova the only Chevrolet series to show a sales decline for Sales of
the Nova hatchback body style lagged well behind regular coupes and sedans, and base models
handily outsold Customs. Upon introduction of the downsized GM A-body later G-body mid-size
cars in , the X-body and downsized A-platform had similar exterior dimensions. The roomier and
more modern downsized A-bodies outsold their X-body counterparts. The Chevrolet Nova
marked the end of the line for the rear-wheel-drive Nova. The front end was revised with square
headlights and a new grille for the short run; a modified horizontal-bar grille contained vertical
parking lights. New chromed hood and fender moldings were installed, and new front-bumper
filler panels gave the front end a more finished look. The Custom went back to the base 4
taillight panel since the 3 light panel was discontinued. The lineup was the same as in ; the
base-level hatchback, coupe, and sedan, plus the Custom coupe and sedan. As usual, base
coupe and sedan proved to be the best sellers. Nova Customs had a special acoustical package
including improved headlining and full hood insulation, along with other luxury extras, while the
Rally Package returned, this time using the same grille as other '79 Novas. These final Novas
were promoted for their "solid value" and "reputation for dependability," capitalizing upon a
year heritage that had begun with the Chevy II. Fewer than 98, examples were produced.
Regular production ended on December 22, but some cars badged "Nova Custom" were built on
special order with luxury amenities in early The final Chevrolet Nova Custom built on special
order would roll off the line on March 15, and this would be the end of the rear-drive Nova for
good. Chevrolet's compact models were headed into the front-wheel-drive age and for , Nova's
place in the lineup would be taken over by the new and very different Chevrolet Citation. The
Chevrolet Nova nameplate returned in spring as a front-wheel drive subcompact vehicle for the
to model years. It resurrected a name last used on the compact -sized rear-wheel drive
Chevrolet Nova. The new Nova was a rebadged and mildly restyled Japanese market Toyota
Sprinter , a model sold in Japan as a badge engineered version of the Toyota Corolla. Nova
shared the Corolla's AE82 platform , 1. It was designed for manufacturability and reached an
unusually high level of quality and production speed at NUMMI, compared to other US factories.
A five-door hatchback was added shortly after its introduction, and the line was distributed
throughout the US and Canada beginning around traditional new-model introduction time in the
fall as were the other Chevy imports, the Suzuki-based Sprint which had been first launched on
the West Coast and the Isuzu-based Spectrum which had initially been available on the Eastern
Seaboard and throughout New England and New York State. The only engine was a carbureted
1. It teamed with either a five-speed manual or three-speed automatic transmission. This was
the same powertrain as offered in the Corolla. All Nova options were grouped into seven
packages, which did away with the long list of optional equipment that accompanied such cars
as the Chevrolet Chevette. Simple though it was, the subcompact Chevette offered nearly 30
options. The Chevrolet Nova continued in two body styles, a four-door sedan and five-door

hatchback. The four-door proved by far the more popular â€” by about three to one. Nova's only
engine was again a horsepower 1. Though Corollas were priced slightly below competing
Novas, Chevy's version of the car could often be bought for less because slow sales
encouraged dealers to discount prices. Aside from some minor interior and exterior trim
differences, the cars were much the same, though Novas had a slightly softer suspension that
favored ride over handling. This new Chevrolet Nova Twin-Cam got its name from a
double-overhead-cam version of the Toyota-built 1. Novas continued to share their basic design
with the Corolla, and this engine had previously been used in the Toyota FX, a performance
version of the Corolla. A five-speed manual transmission was standard, as in the regular Novas,
but the Twin-Cam offered a four-speed automatic as an option versus the three-speed offered
on other models. That price included fuel injection, sport suspension, power steering,
leather-covered steering wheel, tachometer, four-wheel disc brakes, and wider tires on
aluminum wheels, but it was a stiff tariff, and few were ordered approximately 3, Twin-Cam
models were built. There were no color choices; all Chevrolet Nova Twin-Cams wore black
metallic paint with a grey interior; and there was no hatchback version offered. This was the last
model year for the Nova name at Chevrolet. Starting with , Chevrolet pushed this car into its
new Geo division and renamed it the Prizm. Geo was Chevy's effort to come up with an
import-sounding label to attract buyers who were not inclined to shop American. The reaction to
the Chevrolet Chevy II was mainly positive. Consumer Reports described the six-cylinder Chevy
II as an "ultra-sensible, conventional car with outstanding interior space," but also reported
"higher than average" interior noise levels. There were also complaints about the four-cylinder
version's lack of refinement. The Four is an excellent hackabout for specialized local use â€” if
you can stand the vibration. It is an easy driving, agile one. By far its most important asset is a
body with substantially the room of intermediate cars, but with a very compact silhouette and
especially good entrance height. Motor Trend called the new Chevy II "a most straightforward
car â€” simple, honest and conventional. There is a great deal of body roll, but the car does not
feel unstable. The ride is soft and pleasing, but not seasick-soft with the constant pitching and
rolling that some cars have. Motor Trend tested a bhp, two-barrel SS with Powerglide, recording
0 to 60 in Fuel economy ranged from Motor Trend concluded that "By adding a V-8 and bigger
brakes, plus detail changes, Chevrolet has made a nice compact even more desirable and a
much better performer. The mids Nova made no attempt to recapture the former "Muscle" glory
that it once had, with the Twin Cam performance variant appearing only in the final year of the
nameplate after Toyota had already moved on to the next generation of the platform. While the
Chevy II and Nova were also sold in Canada, from the beginning a mildly re-trimmed version
was also sold by Pontiac-Buick dealers as the Acadian. The Acadian was produced between the
years and Due to the Canadian tariffs on imports put into place many years before, there was no
compact car available to the Canadian Pontiac dealer. The U. S built Pontiac Tempest , which
started production in was not available initially to the Canadian buyer â€” import duties would
have made it too expensive to compete in the thrifty Canadian compact market. The Acadian
was introduced to give the unhappy Canadian Pontiac â€” Buick dealer a car he could sell in the
growing compact market. Originally offered in top-line Beaumont and base Invader trim, the top
trim line was renamed Canso in anticipation of the Chevelle -based Acadian Beaumont which
would arrive for The Acadian line was now down to six models; 7, Acadians were sold in In
Argentina offered the style Chevy II as the Chevrolet through , and the â€”72 Nova as the
Chevrolet Chevy from late through , both models overlapping for several years. An upscale
model Chevy Super was produced from about with different trim, front turn indicators and
taillights, a much better appointed interior with plastic "wood" trim, named Malibu with no
relation to the American Chevelle. All engines were inline-sixes. The "Chevy" metal emblem for
the third generation had the same font as the "Nova" emblem of â€” American Novas, and was,
for the first few years, in the rearmost section of both rear fenders. Later, it was moved to the
rearmost section of both front fenders, as it was in the American cars from Sidemarker lights
were not mandatory and changed much during the production run, from being deleted, to
leaving a small chrome plate, to the same light as in the American cars. The hood emblem was
similar to the American Novas: the bow tie, either in blue or just chrome. Initially, the
Argentinian Chevy used very similar trim to the American counterpart, while more luxurious â€”
a "big" car by local standards. They there standard models without accessories and were often
used for taxi service. The interior layout remained the American version for the entire run. The
ignition switch remained dash mounted as the US-mandated steering lock was not required in
Argentina. Power steering became available at the end of the production run. V8s versions
weren't produced: Power windows were not available, tinted windows were darker than
American versions, and the darker band on the upper edge of the windshield was not present.
Very popular accessories were vinyl roofs, rally wheels, sport steering wheels, bucket seats

with high backs, and tufted leatherette upholstery many sedans were produced this way.
Interiors were usually black. Steering wheels and instrument panels were only black for many
years, as were seatbelts. American style interior color coordination was absent. The last year of
the Nova in Argentina is called locally "Opus 78" because the slogan of the publicity and it was
the most equipped, adding simil-leather bucket seats, air-conditioning, power steering, electric
antenna, and a new dashboard with integrated central console. A popular but false urban legend
claims that the vehicle sold poorly in Spanish-speaking countries because no va literally
translates to "it doesn't go". This has since been debunked, however, as Nova one word means
" nova " in Spanish just as in English. In fact, the car actually sold quite well in Mexico, as well
as many Central and South American countries. Nova was also the name of a successful brand
of gasoline sold in Mexico at the time, further proving that the name confusion was not a
problem. A similar story has been told of the British Vauxhall Nova a small car that was
completely unrelated to the Chevrolet Nova aside from both being built by GM. According to the
story, it had to be sold as an Opel Corsa in Spain due to the same alleged language confusion.
This version of the story is also a myth, as the Spanish-market version of the car was known as
a Corsa from the outset. In fact, the car was called the Corsa in all markets except the United
Kingdom. There was also a Nova kit car designed and built by A. It lost a court case with GM
Vauxhall over the use of the name, after it was shown that GM's Chevrolet had a prior claim.
Both the hardtop and convertible were available. AMT continued to offer kits of the Nova in later
years, and some of these are still current and available at reasonable prices including the , , and
models. The original '63 Nova wagon was available as a Craftsman promo kit. It was molded in
grey and had a fixed hood and no engine. They also offered the '75 as the "Nova Pro Stock",
featuring a large hood scoop and custom wheels. The '76, and more recently, the '79 Nova
models have been re-issued. The '79 kit is current, molded in black plastic, and can be built
either stock, or as a souped-up police cruiser. Both the hardtop and convertible are available,
and these kits are extremely detailed. These came in a variety of colors and were available in
both hardtop and convertible body styles. Some wore whitewall tires. Peachtree made '68 and
'69 Novas in detailed scale. Although detailed, these do not feature opening doors or trunk. The
hood does open, however, to reveal a detailed Chevrolet V8 engine. Pro-Line currently offers a
'69 Nova body for the Traxxas Slash , a popular radio-controlled car platform. Several
companies offer specialized spray paints for this purpose, as traditional spray paint does not
stick to Lexan. Although the Slash is primarily an off-road vehicle, the Pro-Line body is intended
to fit a Slash that has been heavily modified for miniature drag racing. From Wikipedia, the free
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